
It’s A New World Out There 

Do We Want our 
Students to be 
Prepared for it? 



New Jobs Require More 
Education than Ever Before 

n  Top economists estimate that 2/3 of new 
jobs will require some college 

n  1/3, the best paying, will require a college 
degree – usually in a technical (STEM) 
area. 

n  Over 80% of high school graduates attempt 
college today.  Most do not succeed 





The younger workforce at NASA is at an all time low. 

compared to 16% at NASA. 
 

47% of the US 
workforce is under age 40. 

compared to 4% at NASA. 

25% of the US 
workforce is under age 30. 

A hiring “freeze” resulted in an 8 year gap in the 1970’s (~1971-1979). 
We’re currently 15 years into what may be a 22 year gap (1993-2015). 
 



Total Masters 
Degrees in 
Engineering by 
Year 



It is interesting to note that, 
as a government agency, 
NASA can only hire U.S. 
Citizens 



Math is Key 



We put more “material” in the 
lower grades 

n  We’ve added data analysis, statistics, 
and aspects of the “new math” 
including problem solving, Euclidian 
transformations and simple 
combinatorics since I was young. 



And Our Outcomes 
Keep Getting Worse. 



An eighth grade Maryland 
 State Assessment Question 

Answer:  Who knows, it can be anything you want it to be 
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A Problem from the NAEP 



Recently NCTM and the Math 
Community have worked 
together on these issues 

n  The result is the NCTM Focal Points. 
n  Three major topics per year  
n  When one looks at the overall structure, 

they align pretty well with what is done 
in high achieving countries. 



There are six topics students 
need to learn in K-7 – they must 
be learned to mastery 

•  Core processes 
(algebra) 

•  Functions and 
equations 

•  Measurement and 
basic geometry 

•  Numbers, number 
operations and 
place value 

•  Fractions and 
decimals 

•  Ratios, rates, 
percents and 
proportions 



But it isn’t just a focus on 
fewer topics.  These topics 
should be learned as 
mathematics, rather than 
vocabulary or factoids.   



Very cute.  But it 
Does not focus in 
On the mathematics, 
Rather it is about 
Vocabulary. 
 

Kindergarten: 
Typical U.S. 
Lesson from 
Above average 
Program 



Kindergarten: 
Typical U.S. 
Lesson from 
Above average 
Program 

Note that the lesson 
Is not focused,  
Concepts are diffused 
By  vocabulary. 



First few lessons 
From first grade 
Russian text:  
Progenitor for  
Almost all programs 
In high achieving 
countries 

There are no 
Words, just 2 key 
Concepts and 
The corresponding  
Math symbols, not 
vocabulary 



The quick 
introduction 
Of key concepts 
Takes advantage 
Of fact that small 
Numbers are 
Basically hard 
wired 

Again, note absence 
Of anything but  
Math concepts and 
Symbols 



Exposed in their purest 
Form without distractions 

These lessons take 
Advantage of the fact 
That very small numbers 
Are hard wired 



In these few earliest 
Lessons the concepts 
And symbols, =, + -, <, > 
Have been explained 
And used in a context 
Students can understand 



Our schools can 
Say “Mary’s ahead 
Of the curve.  She 
Knows the numbers 
Through 12, and her 
Competition only knows 
Them through 5.” 

But at best all Mary 
Really knows are some 
Counting words. 



Another Huge 
Problem is Place 
Value 



Third Grade 
Better than  
Average U.S 
Lesson on  
Place Value 

Note Focus on 
Manipulatives 
Linear model 
For 10’s, area for 
100’s, volume for 
1000’s 



First Grade Russian 
Text:  Place Value 



First Grade: Russian 
Text:  Models for 
Place Value. 

Especially note use of 
Decimeters for putting 
(2 place) Place value 
on number line 



Second Grade: Russian 
Text.  Note consistency 
Of models for higher 
Places and tight focus 



E 

Even 1000’s are 
Consistent 

Consistent models make 
Comparison easier. 
Note attention to 
Comparisons 



Note the level of 
The problems in the 
Second grade Russian 
Text – that’s what 
Proper focus does 
For you 



Sometimes This 
Gets Personal 



Some Further References 
n  ftp://math.stanford.edu/pub/papers/

milgram/FIE-book.pdf 
n  ftp://math.stanford.edu/pub/papers/

milgram/numbers.pdf 
n  ftp://math.stanford.edu/pub/papers/

milgram/grade2-and-3-algorithms.pdf 
 


